TRI-CHAPTER
UNIFORM CODE COMMITTEE (TUCC)

July 11, 2019

Location: Dublin City Hall, 100 Civic Plaza, Dublin
Time: 11:00 to 12:30, 2019 Recommended Code Amendments Meeting
      12:30 PM to 3:00 PM, Regular TUCC Meeting
** Lunch at 12 Noon. Kindly RSVP prior to the meeting **
Meeting follows immediately at 12:30 PM

Meeting Agenda

1. Introductions
2. Approval of May Meeting Minutes
3. News and Announcements
4. Code Questions
   a. SkinnyBrace
   b. Process for reinstall existing PVR over new Re-roof in CC County
   c. How about reinstalling existing PVR over different type of roofing than initially used? Can you install new reroof but not install at PVR and leave in place?
   d. Revisit Access requirements to trash enclosures.
   e. Is Omega required for uplift forces at podium level hold downs?
   f. ADU questions
   g. How many ground floors require access in R2? - Lafayette case study
   h. Should Costco pavilions measuring 12’x14’ require permit? What is “usable floor” area?
   i. Other questions:
5. Next Meeting: Sept 12, 2019, Dublin City Hall 12:30 PM to 3:00 PM (lunch starts at 12:30 PM)

TUCC Mission: The ICC Tri-Chapter Uniform Code Committee is committed to enhance regional consistency in the application and enforcement of the codes by developing guidelines for code interpretation.